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A compilation of hilarious essays that confront the street to midlife.
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Funny and relatable I bought both of the author's books and simply finished her first a single. It is superb.
Reading it really is like speaking with a friend - an interesting friend. The humor is definitely intelligent yet
natural, especially therefore because the experiences of the writer are so universal and we can all relate,
even a man! Lee shows people the chapters of her "mid-existence" highway in a touching and very humorous
style. Potts, MORE - SOON! Everyone in awhile I find a book that considerably exceeds my expectations
and becomes an individual favourite. When I was stocking up for reading materials to take on vacation,
among the books I picked up was Falling Flesh Just Ahead And Other Symptoms On The Road Towards
Midlife by Lee Potts. This is a quick read. Once the wife asks "what's so funny?. It's most likely the
funniest publication I've read in the past year or so.You know you're into a good one when you begin
laughing out loud during the introduction. Small did I understand how much I would like this book. Lee
Potts, a female examining her transfer to "middle age group", wrote this back 1998." by page 2, it's a sure-
fire hit. I am a decade older than the author, but found her publication to end up being insightful, wildly
funny, and refreshing. Her writing style is laugh-out-noisy funny, and everyone (male OR female) will be able
to either relate or understand her observations. Reading her thoughts about her doctor palpitating her
breasts during an exam ("This is actually the true definition of getting old, spending a man to feel my
breasts") or reliving her attempt to shape up (getting a gap between her thighs, only to find out her butt

had sagged and today showed through) had me wishing the reserve would continue for 300 pages rather
than the mere 165 it has. Regrettably I can't see that she's created anything else. Too bad, as I'd be lining
up to learn it.This can be the first book that both we have read and enjoyed equally.. Without a doubt, the
funniest book I've ever read! The only disappointment found in Falling Flesh Ahead is achieving the last page.
I did so not want it to get rid of! Lee Potts has evidently remained totally undetected as she lurked in my
bedroom, bathroom, and within a lot of my public encounters. I laughed so hard I had tears streaming
down my face and my hubby refused to remain in the area with me.! She's most likely best compared to
somebody like Dave Barry without having to be so outlandish. I go through it at one seated on Sunday
evening, and I am still chuckling. What a picker higher! Please, Ms.Thanks This is a complete humor classic!
In the style of Dave Barry, true to life, and real funny!! Great Gifts bought these for gifts to provide to
people not merely love to read, but will love both the author and the subject. Lee is one of the funniest
people I know. It was seated there with a number of other paperbacks, the name looked funny, plus some
of the chapters looked amusing upon a quick glance. I'd like to meet that hubby of hers, he sounds very
interesting. Browse this! I mean it when I say prepare yourself to laugh.! That is an absolute MUST READ
and I've already ordered 7 even more to give as presents. The prose is quick witted with frequently
interjected "Lee-isms" that anyone can relate too. You will laugh,cry and smile the complete time Get ready
to laugh!
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